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From Kart to Camper    (7090 / Trolleybus)   
OT301 Amsterdam, 27-28/6/2012 
“We hear beautiful combinations of contemporary and improvised music and appealing 
conversations.” 
The anaconda is enormous, at least 30 or 40 meters. Slowly it crawls nearer, you kick it but it doesn’t 
make any difference.  It grows up to the ceiling and back down again, the audience becoming 
entangled in its black body. In the distance, hellish quasi-Arabic jeers. This is just one scene during 
from Kart to Camper, an absurdist musictheatre-animation-roadmovie taking place over the span of 
two nights. The anaconda is made out of garbage bags, inflated to life by a wind machine, the music 
coming from an air pump attached to a soprano saxophone. Creative, imaginative and above all, 
hilarious. 
Many things unfold during this (until now) one-time project of pianist and cymbalist Nora Mulder, 
organized together with wind player Yedo Gibson. The constant music of her two bands 7090 (usually 
playing contemporary composed music) and Trolleybus (playing free improvisation) is accompanied 
by hard work in the background: the kart (a little racing car) that entered the hall at the beginning of 
the first evening must be transformed into a camper. We are in the middle of the pit, diesel fumes 
included. With poker faces, the constructors enter, bringing in planks, wood, tools.  This scenery is 
accompanied by a beautiful duet on violin (Bas Wiegers) and trombone (Koen Kaptijn). Even more 
curious combinations will follow: repetitive drumsticks on the violin and double bass (Renato Ferreira) 
result in a wonderful improvisation of high quality, while in the background, the sound of an electric 
saw without any rhythm or melody. 
Mulder picks up the accordion and attaches it to her thighs. She is moving her legs slowly, for the 
audience it is intimate and uneasy. She moves faster, giving all she has and seemingly injuring her 
hamstrings: a physical endurance. Instrument and instrumentalist can hardly breathe. In the meantime, 
on her right, others are working on a mysterious construction. It turns out to be part of the live 
animation, wonderfully designed, coming to life through a camera built on a skateboard. Not knowing 
where to look, you are taken out of your comfort zone. 
We hear beautiful combinations of contemporary and improvised music and appealing conversations, 
like the Wikipedia monologue about the trolleybus with musical commentary. Also fun: an underwater 
hooting experiment.  The trombone turns out to do especially well. The Camper is beautiful. Helmets 
on, engine sputtering to life, everybody enters. Within a few seconds, the vehicle drives off and leaves 
us behind in confusion. Not often can you experience these sorts of evenings.  
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